
Discover How Sharing Faith From The Horse
Farm Can Change Lives Forever!
About the Horse Farm

The horse farm not only serves as a hub for horse enthusiasts and riders but as a
place where faith is shared, and lives are transformed. Nestled in the picturesque
countryside, the horse farm provides a serene environment where individuals can
connect with nature and deepen their spiritual connection.

Connecting Spirituality and Animals

Horses have been known throughout history for their beauty and grace, but their
therapeutic and spiritual qualities are often overlooked. At the horse farm, the
bond between humans and horses goes beyond a simple rider-horse relationship.
A deep spiritual connection is formed, allowing individuals to experience personal
growth and healing.

Why Horses?

Horses possess an innate ability to sense emotions and respond to nonverbal
cues. Their sensitivity helps them connect with individuals on a deeper level,
making them excellent partners in spiritual growth and faith-sharing. Through
interactions with horses, individuals can gain valuable insights about themselves
and their faith.
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The Power of Equine Assisted Therapy

Equine Assisted Therapy (EAT) is a powerful form of therapy that combines
horses and traditional therapy techniques to address a wide range of emotional
and psychological challenges. This unique approach can also be applied to faith-
sharing, providing individuals with a safe and non-judgmental space to explore
their beliefs and spirituality.

Benefits of Equine Assisted Faith-Sharing

1. Nonverbal communication: Horses can teach individuals the importance of
nonverbal communication in faith-sharing. By reading a horse's body language,
individuals can understand the impact of their own nonverbal cues when sharing
their faith.

2. Building trust: Establishing trust is crucial when it comes to faith-sharing.
Horses, as animals that rely on trust for survival, can help individuals develop and
strengthen this important virtue.

3. Empathy and active listening: Horses are highly intuitive and respond to the
emotions of those around them. Interacting with horses can teach individuals the
value of empathy and active listening, key skills in effective faith-sharing.
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4. Overcoming fear: Faith-sharing can be intimidating for some individuals.
Horses, known for their size, can help individuals confront and overcome their
fears, leading to more confident and impactful faith-sharing experiences.

The Role of the Horse Farm Community

The horse farm serves as a supportive community that encourages faith-sharing
and personal growth. Through group activities, workshops, and retreats,
individuals can connect with like-minded people who share the same passion for
horses and spirituality.

Programs and Events

1. Faith-Sharing Circles: These intimate gatherings provide a safe space for
individuals to share their faith journey, ask questions, and receive guidance from
experienced mentors.

2. Horseback Retreats: Retreats designed to combine the joy of horseback riding
with faith-based activities and reflections, allowing individuals to connect with
their spirituality in a unique way.

3. Volunteer Opportunities: The horse farm offers various volunteer programs that
enable individuals to give back to the community while deepening their faith.

Testimonials from Transformed Lives

"My experience at the horse farm has been life-changing. Through my
interactions with horses, I've gained a deeper understanding of my faith and have
learned how to share it in a more impactful way." - Sarah

"The horse farm has provided me with a supportive community that has helped
me grow both spiritually and personally. I'm grateful for this unique space where



my love for horses and faith can intertwine." - John

Join the Journey at the Horse Farm!

Whether you are an avid horse lover or searching for a place to deepen your
faith, the horse farm welcomes you with open arms. Experience the
transformative power of sharing faith from the horse farm and embark on a
journey of self-discovery and spiritual growth.

example.com
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From her horse farm in Nebraska, Cara Whitney--wife of Dan Whitney (aka "Larry
the Cable Guy")--shares down-to-earth stories about how ordinary people can
share their faith in extraordinary ways.
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In the midst of uncertain and sometimes frightening times, sharing God's love
with others gives us hope and purpose. With her humorous and often touching
stories--many featuring horses, cows, and rascally dogs--Cara Whitney
delightfully reminds us that it's always a good time to share the love of Jesus with
your neighbor.

In Fields of Grace, Cara passes on lessons from her amazing animal teachers,
such as . . .

What a barnyard horse brawl shows us about how God uses us in our
weaknesses

How caring for baby calves teaches us the value of letting go

Why a carriage-pulling pack horse motivates us to be our best selves

How a dance class inspires us to embrace our identity in Christ

What a floppy-eared dog tells us about loving our neighbor

With Scripture verses, beautiful photography from the American heartland, and a
ribbon marker for finding your place, Fields of Grace is a gorgeous gift for: 

Readers of Cara's previous book, Unbridled Faith

Fans of Larry the Cable Guy

Anyone fascinated by the "simpler life" of farming in rural America

Animal lovers and photography lovers

Spiritual seekers interested in a gentle approach to learning more about God

These charming yet powerful stories encourage us to care for others as we grow
in our own spiritual journeys. No matter what times we live in, the love of Christ



can transform lives--and help each of us to draw closer to Him.
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